
 .  The Nature Stone    . 

 One very peaceful fall afternoon Maddox the Nature Gnome set 

 foot across the 23.5 mile Forest of Brightwood. Maddox wanted to see 

 what it looked like outside of Brightwood. Maddox started to pack a 

 little,Light,Camouflage bag. She packed a bottle of water, flashlight, 

 and a spare hat. And she was o�. 

 Maddox was not even close to 11.5 miles when she came across 

 a small glass bottle that was covered in moss. It had a little note in it. 

 So being Maddox a curious gnome had to see what it said. She 

 carefully twisted the fragile cap, it felt squishy and moist. When she 

 finally got it open after struggling for 5 minutes she read the note. It 

 said “obalesh wa zuki” in the foreign language of Gnome it translated 

 to: “ follow the trees” Maddox looked for special signs but saw 

 nothing. 

 At the 11.5 mark Maddox saw another glass bottle and 

 picked it up like she did with the one before. She opened it. It 

 said: “Qash za ajou  moje” which translates to “look for flat 

 stones” Maddox followed the flat stones. About 1 foot in length 

 and covered in moss. The stones looked like they weighed a ton 

 but it only weighs about 5 pounds. But one stone was di�erent; 

 it had a “X” on it .Maddox lifted it up to see an envelope 



 addressed to her. So she opened it. It was a dirty map but 

 Maddox could still read it. She followed the route. 

 Eventually Maddox reached a sea? Wait, not a polished 

 stone? It couldn't be the place her grandmother told stories 

 about. A calm place with perfectly cut hedges. Not the bush 

 type of hedges polished stone, that are meant to look like 

 hedges. There were small hedges surrounding a giant platform 

 covered in moss, Vines creeped down the flat edges. Maddox 

 climbed one of the strongest vines to the top of the flat 

 platform. It was smooth and slippery but that didn't bother 

 Maddox. She walked to the middle of the platform to see a small 

 barrel. Covered in moss. Maddox lifted it very gently. When she 

 opened it she saw a big diamond? No it was not true, it could 

 be. The most overpowered gem in gnome land all the gnomes 

 planned on finding it but nobody did. Maddox found it and 

 planned on keeping it a secret. The gem was covered in grass, 

 moss, and vines. It was The Nature Stone. Maddox immediately 

 put it in her bag. The queen of the gnomes had hid it in a tower 

 and that tower was the one Maddox found. Whoever found it 

 got to be queen when the queen dies.  Maddox ended up at the 

 throne where the queen sat. Maddox bowed down and gave her 

 the stone. Maddox was in shock. She had done the “impossible”. 


